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Wednesday December 2, 2009

An EXCLUSIVE retail/tasting event!!

Ever wonder how a Breathable Eisch glass works... or the
Vinturi Aerator... or... ?

~*~10% off the ENTIRE STORE including bottles, barrels and on-sale
retail items!!!  Finish your Christmas shopping with us and pick up

something nice for yourself as well!~*~

 

 Come in for this SPECIAL event where you can taste-test with all the wine
enhancement toys we have to offer! 

You'll be able to compare side-by-side a glass of the original wine and a
glass of the enhanced wine at each station!  Featuring select Wine the

Experience wines.

http://winetheexperience.cmail1.com/t/y/e/uiltih/oxjudku/


 FEATURING THE FOLLOWING TASTING STATIONS:

    1. Breathable Eisch Glass wine tasting 
    2. Vinturi Aerator wine tasting
    3. Decantus Aerator wine tasting
    4. Wine Magnet wine tasting
    5. Bistro Blends Balsamics & Oils tastings

    And more!!

Monday, December 7, 2009
4:30 pm - 7:00 pm

$15 at the door gets you (2) 1 oz. wine tastings at each of our 4
stations to compare and contrast (total 8 oz.) & Bistro Blends tasting.

SPECIAL offer:
Call now to reserve your spot and we'll give you this package deal:  Tasting
Entry AND your own Red Wine Breathable Eisch glass ($13 value) for
$25!!!!

As usual, space is limited.  Call 738-0738 to reserve your spot!!
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